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6 stairs - stair lighting kit controller + sensors

Price 162.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 553

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/sterownik-inteligentny-led-do-oswietlenia-schodow-
sterownik-do-efektow-swietlnych-wersja-1120-p-605.html

 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

 

6 of stairs to enter the room located above, the stairwell, or in the garden on a higher ledge ... kind of a small space and you
should think about the use of intelligent lighting here. The basic elements of such a system responsive to changes in the
environment (= intelligence) are sensors and controller.

We offer two proven motion detector with built-in sensors twilight. They allow you to pick a preset distance, warnings of man
or by the setting sun. Then the equipment that emits light starts to react and adjust illumination to situation.For this to
happen - the need for the controller. For a small number of steps, it is sufficient control device lighting effects utilizing LED
technology with 6 outputs of 12V lighting. Such a controller turns on the light in the up down. It has an option to control the
time light turns on stairs or delay the emission of light.

You can set it to glow longer non-stop in some time. Also programmed brightness of the light when the system is armed.In
the various spaces can be 6 steps. Together with us, each customer will determine the final composition of the set, setting
parameters and, of course, the final price. We are available, welcome!

Intelligent controller and two motion sensors with twilight sensors is a basic lighting set, on the basis of which you can create
any stair lighting. The whole is easy to assemble, durable and comfortable to use. The modern driver comes from a reputable
and proven manufacturer who gives a long-term guarantee on their products. Due to the device, you can control the lighting,
create unique and original effects and adjust the level of light to the needs of a specific interior. The controller is available
with a comprehensive manual, due to which you will quickly and easily get to know all its functionalities.

The lighting set also includes two motion sensors, connected to the twilight sensor, which can be mounted on the bottom and
the top of the staircase. Sensors react not only to movement, but also to the intensity of light in the room, providing adequate
lighting when daylight no longer manages. Modern led stair lighting is a completely new quality when it comes to lighting the
staircase. It is a much better solution than traditional light sources that do not illuminate each surface properly. By investing
in a set of LED lighting, we can be sure that the system will run smoothly, without failure and without problems for many
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years. An additional advantage is its energy efficiency - after installing LED lighting, our electricity bills will automatically be
reduced.

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro ), I do not order
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